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In Our 92nd Year

Two Overtimes

Calloway County Lakers Win
Season Opener Over Sedalia

rruoa, November 13, 1971

104 Per Copy

VoL LXXXXII No 268

Proclamation
Is Issued On
City Clean-Up

Ranger Asks
. Cooperation
Of Citizens

County Ranger Boyce McCuiston has asked that any
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
person seeing any malicious
issued a proclamation
has
14
with
Sedalia
for
the
short
fell
to
toss
act
The Canoe ay County halters added 12 to round out Calloway's
burning report the
Monday, November 15,
declaring
Lakers
seconds to go and the
popped the net for 12 poipts in the double-fugure scorers.
closest fire warden.
as the beginning of "Home Town
second of two overtimes last Sedalia had opportunities in the missed a desperation attempt The names, addresses, and
Clean Up Week" and designating
night to win their opening closing seconds of regulation play seconds later to move the contest phone numbers of the county
November 20, as Home
Saturday,
period.
wardens in Calloway County are
basketball game of the season 90- and in the first overtime period to in the second overtime
Town Clean Up Day for the city of
80 over the Sedalia Lions in a wrap the game up but was The Lakers rolled in the second : N. A. Young, Hamlin, 436-2293;
Murray.
unable to come up with the overtime period and exploded for Lestel Elkins, Rt. 6, 436-2239;
game played at Sedalia.
Home Town Clean Up Week is
the
limiting
while
missed a 12 points
Ernest Madrey, Rt. 1, 753-3127;
The Lakers were led by James clincher. The Lions
sponsored by the Home
being
Wells, a 6-5 freshman center, who jump shot at the horn in suddenly cold Lions to only 2 M. W. Henry, Rt. 4, 753-5670;
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5,753-3135;
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regulation
the
Arvin McCuiston,
burned the bottom out of
Woman's Club. The members of
Tom Underwood, New Concord,
basket for 32 points and game two squads tied at 72-72 at the Calloway to take the win.
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the
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Fouls trouble Sedalia who
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showing
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Murray State
county to write down the
the Lakers and David Wayatt the first overtime period. A free and a fourth in the first overtime.
University clubs, as well as inTommy Glisson, Roger McClain name and phone number of the
dividual citizens to join the
and Keith Galloway went to the warden nearest theni so it will be
"Clean Up Our Town" target day
bench in the fourth stanza and handy in case help is needed.
of November 20.
Sedalia
Jim Pittman, who topped
McCuiston added, •'The fire
Poster contests will be held at
scoring with 25 points, exited in season is now reaching it's most
with
Pictured
Mayfield.
at
recently
held
CALLOWAY Countians attended the Area 4-H Workshop
elementary schools in the city
the first overtime.
are
left,
frosty
dangerous point, the
Garland Bastin, state 4-H program specialist from the University of Kentucky, second from
and essay contests will be conGalloway pumped in 16 points mornings are here and the leaves
Clair Eversmeyer, newly elected area Junior Council Sergeant-at-Arms, Dan Shipley, Calloway ducted at Murray Middle,
for the Lions before retiring and are falling fast and no doubt
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Scott,
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County 4-H Council president, and Mrs.
500,000 Calloway County High and
Congressional critics of Nix McClain bucketed 15.
By HELEN THOMAS
people will be wanting to burn.
Calloway Council received literature on the duties of council officers. Bastin said there were
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Calloway now
WASHINGTON
on's war policies
So please let us remind you once volunteer leaders in the United States working from 15 to 25 days per year, and if a monetary y aloe
"If the people of Murray know
ident Nixon Friday ordered a dissatisfaction with the state- the season and Sedalia is 4-3.
again not to burn before 4 30 were placed on this work it would amount to $200,000,000 given by leaders to the 4-H program. He said
of areas which have a particular
speedup in U.S. troop withdra- ment a residual force would The Lakers, coached by Jerry p.m."
Kentucky had 114,000 4-H members and 12,000 4-H leaders.
problem to be cleaned up or help
wals from Vietnam that will stay in Vietnam. Communis Conley, will open their home
needed to keep an area clean,
is
CITED
FIVE
remove 45,000 more men in negotiators at the Paris talks season next Friday night when
please call members of the Horne ,
December and January. But he have set complete Ameridan they entertain the Comets of Five persons were cited by the
Department," a spokesman said.
Murray Police Department
warned Hanoi some American withdrawal as the price for Carlisle County.
"Three telephone numbers which
They
Indochina
night.
Carlisle County, the defending yesterday and last
releasing U.S. prisoners.
forces will stay in
will be open for calls are 753-1390,
until there is a negotiated
"I'm sorry about it," Senate First Region champions, opened were two for drunk and disor753-5646, or 753-9470."
settlement.
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"If we do notfield said of Nixon's statement. Friday night with an 87-76
proclamation that the City Street
drunkenness.
negotiated settlement, then it is Sen. Harold Hughes, D-Iowa, over St. Mary's of Paducah.
Nixon told a news conference In the rate of inflation as the Department will actively assist
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WASHINGTON
said.
dual force," Nixon
because there was "no indicaGovernment regulations for the would be cut in half during Pay Board and Price Com- street signs, up-lift old parking
He said there was "no reason tion of any termination of the
Phase H economic program 1972. He Rredicted Phase II, rnisscvn decisions has been signs where faded, and provide
for encouragement" that he war."
starts at midnight today which follows the end of his 90- "very sound" and would make trucks for extra clean up detail.
that
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Rabout
could speak
And Sen. Jacob K. Javits,
will allow 4.3 million federal day wage-price-rents freeze Phase II as much as of a Mayor Ellis said that "the City
American prisoners of war N.Y., said a residual force
of
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would "never give up" on the forces involved indefinitely.
Calloway County Public Library present a program for parents on
The Price Commission has could raise prices to cover the efforts to make the city clean and
issue.
It was Nixon's sixth troop during the week of November 15- choosing children's books and a year.
The Cost of Living Council set an average nationwide pay increases coming due in beautiful.
withdrawal announcement. He 20. Several activities will be brief review of them.
Wednesday morning and af- made the ruling Friday. It also ceiling of 2.5 per cent a year the next few weeks without
said an additional 25,000 men w planned to bring children and
uld leave Vietnam in December books together,according to Mrs. ternoon story hours will be held waived its requirement that the for price increases, while the notifying the Price Commission
and 20,000 in January, dropping Margaret Trevathan, librarian. at their regular times-10:00 ov er nme n t be notified in Pay Board —the other agency in advance for its approval.
advance for pay raises in large created to supervise Phase II
Monday a.m. to 11:00 a.m. for pre-ec
However, the c9uncil said, the
the U.S. force in Vietnam to Each morsrWs
curreiat through Friday at the library and 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. for industries falling due by Jan. 1 —has established a guideline of price increases still would be
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Nixon again predicted 1972 Government officials pointed Circle, Murray;Neras injured in a
Thursday afternoon from 3:00 - United Auto Workers, among
Retarded bring the level down to 184,000, hour children may come to the
for
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will be a "good year" for the out federal employes also were car and motorcycle collision at
Children, and Mrs. Mary Lou from a high of 543,000 men in special book display where staff COO there will be a puppet show others.
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director for the KARC, will be the The
The 2.9 million member the Murray Police Department.
Rowen, Murray State University
guest speakers at the meeting of withdrawn an average of 14,300 new books.
military force will get an
Jones was treated for injuries
Wednesday morning from 10:0C students.
the Calloway County Association men a month.
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Martie Watson and driven by
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invited to attend as well as other handle the situation them- First Baptist Church.
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interested persons.
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Police said, Pool, going east on
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Rev. Frank William, pastor of the parking lot, and collided with the
then tour the Day Care Center. been concluded and that U.S. speaker for the "Teens" and will "The God Who Gave-And
A. The Only standard the gins.
Gives" will be the sermon title
troops are now in defensive
Mt. Horeb Church, invites the motorcycle going west on
speaking on "The Differences for this Sunday by Rev. Charles government has laid down is a Q. Then profits are frozen?
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On other subjects Nixon said: Mental Illness". A question and H. Moffett of the First hold average price increases ment will let sellers make as
Presbyterian Church, 16th &
average as
—There is a possibility of answer period will follow.
across the economy to 2.5 per much money on the
"some bulge" in the inflation The "Teens" urge all teenagers Main Streets. Mr. Moffetts text
they did during their two best
Administration
year.
per
cent
will be Acts 4:32-5111.
Dr. David Roos will speak on rate when the wage-price freeze
this stan- business years in the three-year
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Christi, North 5th Street.- His realistic." He said he believed
products Q. Will rents remain frozen masked hijacker carrying more and demanded to be allowed to
agricultural
raw
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scripture will be from Luke 19:1- the target of holding wage
than 40 pounds of dynamite was jump out at 3,000 feet and said
and all used goods, are exempt after Saturday midnight?
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for
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increases to 5.5 per cent is an
knocked unconscious today by if the crew would not open the
will,
they
Yes
A.
from controls.
The worship leader will be Don achievable
crewman emergency window, he would
Canada
that
Air
goal and
indefinite tirne. New houses and an
McCord and the elders will be Dr. inflation will be cut in half by
Q. Can a store then just go apartments which took in their wielding a fire ax. The blow off the tail of the plane,"
James C. Hart and Lyle Un- the end of next year.
ahead and raise its prices first tenants after Aug. 15 are crewman's actions 3,000 feet in an Air Canada official said.
derwood. Laurie Crass will be —Persons with investments in
Sunday?
The official said that as the
exempt from the freeze, as the air ended a bizarre six-hour
the candle lighter.
A. The smallest ones can. previously announced, but all hijacking which skipped back hijacker was preparing to
the stock market should not
Deacons will be Glenn Card,0. sell. "I strongly advise anybody
This includes everything from others will remain frozen until and forth over the U.S.- jump, the pilot, Capt. Vernon
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (UPI) license on him and we are the corner grocery up to firms
B. Boone, Jr., Elmer Collins, A. who invests to invest on the
Ehman, 42, "went into a back
a new rent board can deter- Canadian border.
driving
B. Crass, M. C. Ellis, Johnny long term, not the short term." —A car driven by a man with charging him with
doing $50 million a year in mine some guidelines. No one The hijacker, reported in fair cabin with him and the guy put
license,"
operator's
an
without
Quertermous, John Reagan, and He predicted again that 1972 no driver's license careened
sales. Those that do between knows how long this will be.
condition today with a possible down his gun to put on the
.
Auburn Wells. Greeters will be "will be a very good year" and through a busy downtown Youngstown police sett Oxley- $50 million and $100 million
skull fracture, was putting on a parachute.
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to
be
anyone
Will
Q.
an
Mr. and Mrs. Armin Clark and that there will be a new intersection at noon Friday "He's also being held on
worth of business annually can increase prices retroactive to parachute to bail- out of the "As he did that, the pilot
investigacharge
pending
open
"mowing people down like
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Scott.
also increase their prices when the freeze began Aug. 15? DC8 over Calgary when he was jumped him and a purser came
(Coetintied on Page Eight
grass." Six persons were killed tion of the accident."
Sunday but they have to report
struck by the ax.
A. No.
up behind him and let him have
Police said Anderson started their increases ever)' three
and nine injured.
Q. What about industries, The hijacker, carrying a it with a fire ax. The captain
sweating" in his months and, if the Price
and
"shaking
Hundreds of people were in
in addition to the held him as the purser hit
and was Commission thinks the in- such as utilities, which are shotgun
the area during lunch hour jail cell Friday night
took control Friday him."
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price
intheir
in
governed
Southside
creases are too high, it can creases by regulatory agencies? night of the Calgary to
when the car swerved from a taken to Youngstown
reported
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he
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where
Flight 812 made its first
"Our Eternal Home" will be congested street into a group of
order a rollback. In any case
A. Industries-doing more than Montreal flight carrying 123
at Great Falls after the
landing
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By United Press International the subject of the sermon by Bro. persons along a one-block in "fair" condition.
before
stores
all
million in sales will have persons. Claiming to be a
hijacker had taken over 40
"It almost seemed like he prices must post a list, where $100
Kentucky: Generally fair today Roy Beasley for the 10:40 a.m. stretch.
their requests forwarded to the member of the Irish Republican
a
Man.
and tonight. Becoming partly service at the Seventh and Poplar
A policeman said the auto was having a seizure,"
the customer can see it, Price Commission by the Army, the man demanded $1.5 miles west of Winnipeg,
don't
the
"We
said.
coudy Sunday. Slightly warmer Church of Christ on Sunday.
showing what their prices were regulatory agency involved. The million and a free passage to There it was refueled and
"mowed people down like policeman
know if he has any background during the three-month freeze
$40,000 was handed to the
today, mild tonight and warm The scripture from John 14:14. grafts.
regulatory agency will also tell Ireland.
of epilepsy."
hijacker by a policewoman. The
Sunday. Highs today upper 643s to will be read by Steve Payne.
the government when it ap- After landing in Great Falls,
"There were several pairs of The dead were identified as that began Aug. 15.
money was later recovered.
upper 70s. Lows tonight mid 40s Prayers will be led by Edgar empty shoes that people had
Q. What about the giant proves an increase. Smaller Mont., the man accepted $50,000
Joseph Legree, 68; Al Satter
to mid 50s. Highs Sunday in 70s Rowland and Alan Jones.
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been knocked out of," said
companies, such as large businesses, while not having to ransom. The plane took off, The plane then
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12;
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Ortha
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A. They will not be able to will have the regulatory agen- the man let the passengers go to let the 114 passengers
Glorida Bankston, 3n. ;nd
Kentucky: ,,The extended with the scripture from Acts
blood all Etinice Foster, 80, l of raise their prices for about 30 cy's decision forwarded to the unharmed. But he ordered the disembark. The plane did not
was
scene.
"There
forecast for the period, Monday, 13:13 to be read by Huie Suiter.
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days. The reason is that Price Commission. In all cases plane with its six-member crew land in Regina, however, but
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES k'LLE

Hobart Todd,age 65, brother of Mrs. Katie Simmons of Murray,
died yesterday in Detroit, Mich.
esa The Murray High Tigers have gained the title of Class A football
champions after Henderson Douglas lost to Owensboro.
Dr. Pete Pansera will discuss "Status of Science Education in
Kentucky's Schools" at the meeting of the Kentucky Lake section
of the American Chemical Society at Paducah Tilghman on
November 15.
Kenneth Glass, director of the Baptist Student Union at Murray
State College, will head the delegation- from here attending the
Kentucky BSU convention in Bowling Green November 17-19.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

'So who's at home minding the store ?'

30YearsAgoThis Week
LEDGE.R si TIMES VILE

Two brothers, Harry Adams, 32, and Dick Adams, 25, were
killed in a truck accident on Highway 121 near the Hall Hood home
on November 7.
Other deaths reported this week are Nat H. Davis, age 63, Mrs.
Dime West, age 53, L.Zelna Valentine, age 64, and Mrs. Sirilda
Elkins Wilson, age 90.
Two armed men held up and robbed Munday's Service Station
on North 4th Street this morning at three o'clock. They escaped
with about $18.00, according to State Highway Patrolman Charlie
Adams.
Preston i Ty I Holland,for ten years head coach at Murray High
School, was voted recently as first Resistant to Paul Jenkins, Male
High School coach, to prepare the Westerners for the annual AllEast and All-West charity game at Lexington on November 29.
Births reported include a girl, Annette Elizabeth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Max Churchill on November 8, and a boy, Joe Wayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Lee on November 1.

Bible Thought for Today
The gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Romans 623.
Away with human striving Look to Jesus and live

Isn't It The Truth!

Researchers Describe
Studies On Pollution
NEW ORLEANS, La.—Seven
technical papers describing test
work of the Tennessee Valley
Authority on controlling sulfur
oxide emissions from coal-fired
power plants being presented
here this week at the Second
International
Lime-Limestone
Wet Scrubbing Symposium. In
addition, two TVA researchers
will preside at technical sessions
during the week-long meeting.
symposium
The
offers
researchers from around the
world an opportunity to exchange
information in this developing
field. TVA is devoting major
effort to studying ways of
removing the sulfur oxides
formed when coal is burned.
Much of its work is in cooperation
Environmental
the
with
Protection Agency.
"Scubbing" stack gases with
finely ground lime or limestone
suspended in water is one way to
trap the sulfur oxides before they
leave plant stacks. Current
research is aimed at developing
the technology for this approach
and evaluating its potential for
commercial use. In addition to
test installations already installed on its system, TVA will
use this research in designing a
full-scale prototype scrubber
installation for a big 500,000kilowatt generating unit at
Widows Creek Steam Plant.
WON'T TESTIFY

by Carl Riblet Jr.
It is put forth that the average woman is stronger
than a man, that a woman's sexual drive is greater
than a man's, that historically, the practice of
polygamy did not fade out because of woman's
search for freedom as claimed, but because a man
could not do justice to more than one wife. If all that
is true, then we had better anticipate a time when it
may be necessary to permit women to have two,
three or four husbands as the only solution to
keeping within the family budget.
"It is necessary to be almost
a genius to make a good husband."
—Balzac
Short-Lived Dice
LAS VEGAS (UPI) - With
an approximate playing life of
only two days, a finished set of
Las Vegas casino dice is the culmination of more than 11
,months of curing a precision
'machining involving 13 separate
operations

Many modern offices are using
living plant materials as partitions between work areas in
offices. The plants not only help
to add beauty and fresh air to the
office, they also cut down excessive and distracting noise to
result in better work performance by employees.

LOS ANGELES (UP!}
Leslie Van Houten, one of three
young women facing death
along with Charles Manson for
the Tate murders, refused
Tuesday to testify in the
penalty phase of the cult
leader's second murder trial.
As she took the stand,
Manson called out from the
adjacent holding cell to which
he was banished for his
frequent outbursts:
"Leslie, this is not my
defense. They got nothing to do
with me out there."
Miss Van Houten then told
Manson's lawyer, Irving Kanarek, "Mr. Kanarek, I've decided I don't want to testify."
She had been called as a
defense witness in Manson's
penalty trial for the slayings of
Gary Hinman and Donald
"Shorty" Shea.
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The three choirs of the First Baptist Church will present a
service of praise and dedication at the church on November 20,
according to Harry Hampsher, minister of the music of the
church.
"Bob Thomas of Paris, Tenn., is planning to open a florist and
gift shop next door to the Ledger & Times on November 18", from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray".
Mrs. H.P Wear and Mrs. Elmus Beale presented the program
at the meeting of the Captain Wendell Dory Chapter of the DAR
held at the home of Mrs. W.S.Swann.
Vast areas of Fort Csimphell military reservation will be
opened to hunting by military and civilian sportsmen on
November 20. .
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SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
swum,' yict pites,oeNT
Southern States Industrial Council
TRUE WELFARE REFORM
WASHINGTON—Welfare funds are being used to support
prostitutes and drug addicts and finance hippie communes, according to testimony given at a Pennsylvania House of
Representatives investigating committee hearings in Reading,
Pa., last month.
That's only a segment of the national scandal involving welfare.
In several states, food stamps have been distributed to strikers.
In New Yofk State, thousands of employable welfare recipients
have resisted efforts to put them to work.
It is no wonder that increasing numbers of informed Americans
are indignant in the face of these and other revelations of misuse
of the taxpayers' money.
Rep. Adriano Mastrangelo,ins recent report on welfare abuses
in the Keystone State, cited the following situations:
"Public welfare funds were paid to a convicted prostitute for
eight months because she sprained her ankle.
"Public welfare funds—$132 a month per person—are being
collected by a group of hippies who put the money in a common
fund One hippie went to Europe for five months but his relief
payments were continued and his checks contributed to the
common 'pot' by fellow hippies in his absence.
"Public welfare funds were paid to a woman living with an
employed man not her husband."
In New York State, State Rep, John E. Kingston recently noted
that there is data that indicates "significant numbers of persons
failing to comply with the new worii law." He wrote in a letter to
The New York Times that "8,800 employable recipients (of
welfare have resisted efforts to put them to work."
The Food Stamp Act, Public Law 88-525 , also has been used to
aid the undeserving. Last year, for example, food stamps were
distributed to strikers at General Motors plants. The food stamps
served as a subsidy to members of the striking United Auto
Workers. Proponents of food stamp legislation are seeking expansion of the program which cost $248 million in 1969 and which
now costs more than $2 billion a year. A total of 9.2 million
Americans now receive this form of welfare aid.
Food stamps are among the most irritating welfare giveaways.
Working citizens only read about welfare checks. But they see
the free-loading of the food stamp recipients in neighborhood
grocery stores.
Recently, I received several letters regarding food stamp
abuses from readers of this column. Mrs. James E. Rowland of
Chester County, Tenn., wrote:
"I hate to go to the supermarket and buy bologne and the
cheapest ground beef and watch the ones that have the stamps,
much better-dressed than I am, loading their carts with country
ham,steaks, and the most expensive cakes and cookies, and soft
drinks by the case I have worked all my life and I don't want
any handouts. But lam tired of working and giving part of what I
make to the leeches who are better off than I arm. Just what can
be done about this?"
Unquestionably, many Americans share Mrs. Rowland's indignation. Their indignation will be all the greater when they
learn of efforts by Senate liberals and the White House to obtain
quick approval of welfare expansion legislation.
The Nixon administration is trying to get its hurtful Family
Assistance Act out of the Senate Finance Committee as soon as
possible. Sen. Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn) has another enormously expensive welfare bill that he is pushing. His bill is
backed by a coalition that includes the AFL-C10, the League of
Women Voters, Common cause, and ArlASFICSIIS for Democratic
Action.
The promoters of increased welfare would do well to consider
the fate of foreign aid legislation, another pet liberal project over
the last two decades. Public dissati.sfication with the foreign
giveaways finally resulted in defeat of the foreign aid bill. The
same thing could happen to welfare legislation if the White House
and senatorial liberals keep proposing new programs as election
time draws close. A day of reckoning
could come
"
t th the
White House welfare planners and Sen. Ribicoff's for
coalition.
The promoters of welfarism should realize that working
Americans are sick of the domestic giveaways and want to
tighten welfare requirements. The New York Assembly has
realized that and approved a requirement that welfare recipients
pick up their welfare checks at state employment offices. The'
Empire State now insists that able-bodied reliefers make a%
serious effort to get a job.
No other Western democracy has the welfare mess in
which the
U.S. is involved. Prof. Nathan Glazer of Harvard recently
wrote
In Commentary that Sweden
and England welfare is thought of
as emergency aid but that "welfare has come to
be seen in
American as a regular means of family support."
If President Nixon and the Congress want to reform the
welfare
system, they must make surP that public assistance is limited
to
the aged and destitute

in

THE S.S. HOPE will return to bados, Trinidad, and Guyana
---Two shoreside dental cluucs
the United States Monday, While in the West Indies, HOPE were established and equipped by.
November 22, 1971, after a ten- has provided a teaching hospital, HOPE. There are only about
month mission in the West Indies. additional skilled hands and has eighty dentists for the entire two
She leaves behind vast im- served as a training arena for million people of Jamaica.
provements in the system of physicians, students and allied HOPE has been demonstrating
health care delivery within the health personnel.
that preventive care can be made
Caribbean Islands.
—More than 11,200 patients available to the mass of the
The 108-bed hospital ship have been treated and 1,200 population.
arrives at Locust Point Marine operations performed as a part of
After a period of repair and
Terminal, Pier 4, Baltimore, HOPE's mission.
resupply, the ship, will sail for
Maryland at 10 a.m. Hundreds of
—HOPE has been involved in a
well-wishers will greet the wide range of teaching activities the port city of Natal in norreturning doctors, nurses, and within the nursing profession. theastern Brazil in February.
paramedical personnel who have Over 370 nurses participated as Following Brazil, her next
served on the teaching treatment "counterparts" learning the mission will be to Venezuela in
1973. Since her maiden voyage in
mission.
latest techniques in nursing care.
During the next five years, One of the specialized courses in 1960, the S.S. HOPE has conmedical
teaching
HOPE will spend $5 million to newborn intensive care resulted ducted
implement a postgraduate in the first premature care unit in missions to Indonesia, South
Guinea,
Peru,
medical education program at Jamaica. It is staffed and run by Vietnam,
Ecuador, Nicaragua, Colombia,
the University of the West Indies HOPE-trained local nurses.
to encourage medical students to
—Before HOPE's arrival, there Ceylon, Tunisia, and the West
Land-based teaching
remain in the islands. Each year was a crucial shortage of Indies.
40 per cent of the medical per- anesthetists in Jamaica. Often a programs continue in four of
sonnel training at the University surgeon was expected to ad- these countries.
In 1969, Project HOPE started
migrate to other countries for minister his own anesthesia as
graduate studies. This "brain well as perform the operation. A domestic health programs at
drain" has created severe three-year program for nurse home in the Mexican-American
shortages of health manpower in anesthetists was begun so that community of Laredo, Texas,
the entire Caribbean area.
within that time every hospital in and on the 16-million acre Navajo
HOPE physicians in ;medical Jamaica will have a fully-trained Indian reservation at Ganado,
Arizona. Here HOPE-supported
specialties of internal 'thedicine, nurse anesthetist.
The first
pediatrics, obstetrics and group will graduate in December teaching programs are helping
gynecology, radiology, and will be assigned to parish local people find their own
pathology, and anesthesiology hospitals. HOPE will provide solutions to health problems.
will serve long-term tours at the instructors for the course
Founded in 1958 by Dr. William
University with full faculty following the departure of the
B. Walsh, Project HOPE is the
status.
For the first time, ship.
principal activity of The Peoplepostgraduate medical education —HOPE public health nursing
to-People Health Foundation,
will be possible in the islands for has made a tremendous impact
Inc., of Washington, D.C., an
students from Jamaica, Bar- in immunization programs.
independent, non-profit corMore than 100,000 children have poration supported by the
been immunized
American people.

Wall Street
Chatter Nationwide Construction
Cost Up Says McGraw-Hill

NEW
YORK ( UPI)—The
.market is undergoing a "period
of wait-and-see in a new and
confusing situation," not the
near-bottomless bear market
decline that some analysts
discern, says Wright Investors'
Service. There is nothing on the
horizon to prevent a resurgence
of the American economy and a
recovery in the stock market
except the "conceivable but
unbelievable possibility" that
the Federal Reserve Board will
continue to restrict the money
and credit supply just when
business needs it "to get going
again."
The most bullish news the
market could receive would be
word that the international
monetary crisis is being resolved, says Indicator Digest.
While ostensible progress has
been made, there are hints of
softening positions on both sides
which would lead to compromise. Even clues that a start
toward agreement has been
made could be a powerful plus
for the market
Many investors still don't
realize that complacency, inertia or plain wishful thinking
may hurt their invested capital
even more than it was hurt in
the market plunge following the
Nixon rally, says T. J. Hole &
Co. A lot more money was lost
between the spring of 1930 and
mid-1932 by investors waiting
for the illusory recovery than
during the initial 1929 crash.

The Almanac

NEW
YORK,
N.Y.,—
Nationwide construction costs
registered an average 7.8 per
cent gain for the twelve-month
period ending September 30, it
was announced today by the
Dodge Building Cost Services
department of McGraw-Hill
Information Systems Company.
The firm is a leading source of
Information on the construction
market.
By comparison, the cost of
construction labor and materials
rose 8.1 per cent during the
previous period ending September 30, 1970.
According to Dodge, the most
significant factor in the current
increase was an average four per
cent rise in building materials
costs plus a 10.7 per cent jump in
wages for building trades craftsmen. Craftsmen's wages a year
earlier showed a 12.9 per cent
rise.
The cost information released
by Dodge is based on its
semiannual survey of 182 cities in
the continental United States. In
the six months since the last
survey was completed in March,
costs jumped 4.8 per cent, nearly
double the 2.8 per cent rise of the
previous six-month period.
"Although not reflected in the
current data, the wage-price
freeze, Phase Two and the
establishment of the Construction
Industry Stabilization Committee
are expected to have a noticeable
impact on the results of the
Spring 1972 survey," said George
0. Stevens, Manager of Dodge
Building Costs Services. "This
should produce a slower rise in
construction materials and wage
costs."
During the twelve-month
period, the New England and the
Mississippi River-West Central
regions both registered 8.3 per
cent cost hikes. Second largest
increases were posted by the
Metropolitan New York-New
Jersey and the Northeast-North
Central regions, where costs in
both areas rose eight per cent.

By United Press International
Today is Saturday, Nov. 13th,
the 317th day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Scorpio.
British author Robert Louis
Stevenson was born Nov. 13,
1850.
On this day in history
**** ***
In 1921 Hollywood released
NI
1
"The Shiek," starring the great
Poster Giveaway Plus
film lover Rudolph Valentino.
* Free Season Pass
In 1933 workers at the •
Hormel Packing Co. in Austin, * Enter as many times as
Minn. staged the first recorded • you like "sit-down" strike in the United
States.
In 1927 the Holland Tunnel
between New York City and
New Jersey was opened.
:731 GP
In 1942 the Japanese fleet
Sat & Sun 20S7:15'-9:15
was defeated in its attempt to
retake American positions in
MILO!AL'ISMA ff
the Solomon Islands.
4,1Nf CAYF All DOR I. ORM 1 ICI( ER

The Southeastern and South
Central States experienced a 7.6
per cent gain, and costs in the
Pacific Coast and Rocky
Mountain States showed the
smallest rise during the twelve
months, 6.9 per cent.
The survey by Dodge Building
Cost Services utilizes cost data
supplied by building trades
unions,
contractors,
and
materials suppliers.
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A thought for today: Justice *SPIRIT OF IN
Oliver Wendell Holmes said, *IN HEN RIGS
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PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI) An air-operated automatic hammer that loolui like a spray gun
was developed for the construcSat. — SUM. 2:15-7:45-9:1g
tion trade by °mark IndusAdults Entertainment
tries. It drives in 117 nails a
minute.
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Saturday, November 13
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at eleven a.m.
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Hazel Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Earl Warlord as guest
teacher. Special guests will be
omen from Sinking Spring and
Locust Grove churches.
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BUT REMEMBER THIS!
10 WEIGHTY STATISTICS
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United Artist,

lost month at SNAPUAANENS 10 people completed
207
their program with • total weight loss of
pounds!(will they look great in hot pants!)
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? Call today
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Connie Oliver Is
Hostess for Meet
Sorority Chapter

Miss Phyllis Ann Poole
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Poole of Murray Route Four announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Phyllis
Ann,to Daniel D.Carlen, son of Mrs. Ira Carlen, and the late Mr.
Carlen, of Mattoon, Illinois.
Miss Poole is a 1966 graduate of Murray High School and
received her Associate of Arts Degree in Business Administration
from Murray State University in 1968. She is presently serving on
the staff of Campus Crusade for Christ International in San
Bernardino, California.
Mr. Carlen is a 1965 graduate of Cumberland High School in
Toledo, Illinois and a 1966 graduate of Nashville Auto-Diesel
College in Nashville, Tennessee. He is presently serving in the
United States Mr Force stationed at McConnell AFB in Wichita,
Kansas. He was employed by the Catepiftar Industrial Engine
Plant in Peoria, Illinois, before entering the service.
Wedding plans are incomplete

IEE

Parent-Teacher
Club Of Hazel Has
Monthly Meeting

3 Mi . East of Murray on hwy. 94
Murray, Ky.

753-2962

Open Doily B AM 9 PM
Sat. L Sun. B AM 2 PM
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On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

1,17,44.44,\
Royal Parker of Dexter has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Phone

I/53-5787

Murray
Nursery

Mrs. Estelle Heuer
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Harris Grove Meet
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FRUIT TREES
()wart

$195 ea.

•# Apple v Plum Peach Cherry
(4' to 8' tall)
LARGE SHADE TREES
Well Branched 8 to 12' Tall)
v MAPLE OAK POPLAR
v GUM
v ASH
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE

INDOOR PLANTS
FATSIA JAPONICA — 12.95 ea.

Joyce Thomas Is
Bridge Winner

.1- DWARF GARDENIA — 95' ea.
DRACINA MARGINATTA — '3.95 ea.
FINAL CLOSE-OUT

Women's Society Of
Mason's-Chapef
Program Meeting

ROSES
in Plantabk Pots
slmea
STILL ... A GOOD SELECTION OF
FALL BULBS
v

HYACINTHS

TULIPS

NARCISSUS

WHEAT STRAW

Tuna-cheese bits

Large Bale

Skip soda

Why calcium?

YMAKER"

The president, Mrs. John B.
Watson, caned the meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Goshen United
Methodist Church to order on
Tuesday, November 9, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church.
She also gave the devotional
reading, Psalms 100, followed by
inspirational
familiar and
thought on Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Jimmy Bell presented an
interesting program entitled "A
World Without Work, Reality in
the Rough". assisting her were
Mrs. J. M. Venable, Mrs. Ray
Rhoades, and Mrs. Ronnie
Hutson. Mrs. Bell closed the
program with prayer.
During the business cession
various members gave reports of
the annual conference of the
WSCS held in Mayfield in October, the Community Day at the
First Christian Church and the
talk by Dr. David Roos on "Build
The Nu Phi Mu chapter of Beta A New Earth" sponsored by
Sigma Phi held its regular Church Women United, of the
meeting at the home of Connie help needed in the clothing bank
Oliver on Friday, November 5. at the Douglas School, and the
The meeting was called to World Bank offering.
order by the president, Sharon The district officers training
Carroll. The minutes, roll call, day will be held in Greenfield,
and treasurers report were Term., November 18 and all officers were urged to attend
presented and approved.
Plans were made to remember
Final plans were made for the the aged and shutins at Christsorority to take some un- mas.
derprivileged children to a
Mrs. Groover Parker invited
matinee on Saturday, November the society to her home for the
13.
annual Christmas program and
party on Tuesday, December 7,
A program on "Helpful Hints at seven p.m.
to Good Grooming" was The meeting was closed with
presented by the hostess and prayer by Mrs. George Rhea
refreshments were served to the after which the group asse.abled
Sharon in the basement for delicious
following members:
Carroll, Linda Fain, Sherry_refreshments served by Mrs.
Williams, Charolette Adams,Doi Ohs Beach and Mrs. Corbett
Barrow and guests, Charlotte Farless to the sixteen members
Lamb and Cathy Hopkins.
_present.

The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club held its monthly meeting on
Thursday, November 4, in the
school gym with Bro. Jerry Lee,
pastor of the Shady Grove Baptist
Church, giving the devotion.
Russell,
Edward
Mrs.
president, ,presided. She extended a special thanks to each Mrs. Estelle Heuer opened her
one who helped with the Fall home for the meeting of the
Festival and Turkey Shoot. Mrs. Harris Grove Homemakers Club
James D. Erwin read the minutes held on Wednesday, November
of the September meeting. No 10,at one o'clock in the afternoon.
regular meeting was held in Eight members answered the
October due to the fall festival. roll call by telling about their
ng.
Mrs. Charles Tidwell gave the most pleasant Thanksgivi
During the recreational period,
treasurer's report.
gave a quiz
The membership chairman, Mrs. Alfred Taylor
using each
ing"
"Thanksgiv
on
Mrs. Gerald Coles, reported that
the eighth grade parents had the letter in the word.
gave the
highest membership percentage. Mrs. Bill Wrather
g
Thanksgivin
some
and
devotion
by
The room count was taken
In the absence of the
Mrs. J. B. Dover and Grades One thoughts.
Mrs. Marvin Parks
and Two tied for having the most scretary,
and reported on a
roll
the
called
parents present.
she had atmeeting
council
brought
Byars
Walter
Monday. Plans were
recommendations from the tended on
at the council meeting
budget committee. The group dicussed
to places of interest
trip
bus
a
for
voted to present each teacher
at Nashville, Term., in the early
with equal funds.
spring.
Mrs. Heuer and Mrs. Walsie
Roy Cothran, principal, called
attention to the paneling of the Lewis showed several novelty
walls of the stage and to the gifts suitable for christmas.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SMALL TOWN DOCTOR". Colroom, and thanked These included frogs, owls, love
god.
a
audio-visual
art
thou
then
for
ailrth,
patient
the
while
fee
lect thy
had participated. birds, shoe pincushions, etc.
art
who
thou
the
parents
dies
he
If
thief.
a
are
thou
recovers,
If the patient
held at which
was
house
Open
An article on "Cultural Art"
a murderer
time the parents visited the was read by Mrs. Bill Wrather.
off
rooms, talked with the teachers, Mrs. Alfred Taylor gave tips on
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it
Angeles Cal.
and learned something of their consumer buying. Mrs. Clifton
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box 49700. Los
Jones and Mrs. Estelle Heuer
children's activities.
100069. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
Refreshments were served in gave an interesting lesson on
envelope.
the cafeteria. Mrs. Edward Curd attractive lamps.
was the recipient of a door prize, Mrs. Maxine Nance showed
an electric can opener, presented several beautiful candles she had
made. She and Mrs. Parks exby Mr. Cothran.
Either plain pastry or a
will be a plained the procedure of candle
meeting
next
The
rich biscuit dough (with
Christmas program by all eight making. The members will have
egg and sugar i can be used
Thursday,
a workday on Wednesday.
Joyce Thomas had the high grades on
for individual fruit dumpNovember 17, at the home of Mrs.
score at the regular ladies day December 2.
lings The dough is rolled
Country
Oaks
Marvin Parks to make candles.
the
at
held
about one-eighth inch thick
bridge
The landscape notes were
and cut in circles squares
Club on Wednesday, November
or rectangles After the
given by Mrs. Clifton L. Jones
10, at nine o'clock in the morning.
fruit filling is added, the
who along with Mrs. Rain
•
I
dough may--be—foldeci*Diners rutmeA w
Wilkerson showed new purses
sealed in various ways to
Reva Shelton, second high, and
they had made.
make triangles, crescents,
Marie
Virginia Jones, low
Delicious refreshments were
half moons, envelopes or
Weaver was the golf hostess
The Women's Society of served by the hostess. Visitors
pillows The dumplings
were Mrs. Kittie Radford, Mrs.
may he bal.ed on a baking
The ladies day will be held Christian Service of the Mason's
Armstrong, Little Miss
Bobby
eheet or simmrt,d in a
Church
Methodist
Wednesday, November 17, at 9.30 Chapel United
and Mrs.
fruit sirup
a.m with Essie Caldwell, phone held its regular meeting at the Teresa Armstrong,
Donna Ross
November
Members
Wednesday.
on
church
as
hostess.
753-4920,
meeting will be
are to make reservations by 10, at seven o'clock in the The Christmas
a potluck dinner at the home of
evening.
Tuesday noon.
Taylor. Each
Mrs. Evelyn Baker led the Mrs. Alfred
a small gift
take
to
is
member
Sieve
or heal until
Karen
Mrs..
prayer.
opening
will be
friends
sunshine
and
smooth in an clerine Wen
the
Coles, president, conducted
der one and nor fourth
session and announced revealed.
business
cups 99 per cent fat tree
A pinch of baking coda
the Officers Training Day at
cottage cheese Stir in one
added to the water ehile
Greenfield, Tenn., on Thursday,
teaspoon thyme leaves,
('(inking beant or other
November 18. She also reported
three-fourths teaspeon pacalcium is a mineral
been
long
has
greens
the UNICEF offering as $8.50.
prika and one-fourth teawhich helps build bones
thought to
make them
Chrisman
spoon salt Combine cheese
Mrs. Katherine
and good teeth It also
more tender and maintain
mixture with one cup
directed the program and led the
helps blood clot and keeps
godd color '1Vhile this may
drained, canned waterpack
pledge service. She was assisted
the heart beating All kinds
he true, baking soda May
tuna Put one tablespoon if
of milk and cheese are
also destroy important 13
by Mrs Jana Carter and Mrs.
tuna-cheese mixture on
good sources of calcium
vitamins. Tenderize foods Evelyn Baker
melba toast rounds Ansi
Spinach and other dark leaproperly by cooking them
The hostess, Mrs. Pauline
until hot, about three minfy greens also contain this
at a lower temperature for
Bucy, served refreshments to the
utes About 32 rounds
a long time.
nutrient.
seven members present,

Fruit dumplings

Niteiy
Sun Att

TUE.

etoc

She cares, but

MAD,
MAD,
ORLD"

AT a

/IP

Mrs. Jimmy Bell
Program Leader At
Goshen WSCS Meet

TBIRTI-Laj
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sterling
Schwier, Jr., of Turns River, New
Jersey, are the parents of a baby
girl, Tamara Elizabeth, weighing
six pounds fourteen ounces, born
on Tuesday, November 9, at 6:55
a.m. at the Jersey Shore Medical
Center.
They have another daughter,
Catherine Louise, age twenty
months. The father is in the real
estate and insurance business.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Henry Sterling Schwier, Sr., of
Spring Lake, N.J., and Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Cain of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Lydia Cain and Mr. and Mrs.
Lamer Farmer, all of Murray,
and Mrs. Carolyn Mullier of
Spring Lake, N.J.

'MP

Tuesday, November 11
The Immanuel Lutheran
Church will have its first hruar The Dorothy Group of the First
at the church, 15th and Main Baptist Church BW will meet at
Streets, starting at nine a.m. Hot the home of Mrs. Lloyd Jacks at
coffee and goodies will be served. ten am:
The public is invited.
Mrs. Ray Moore will teach the
Bazaar and Country Musical mission study at the First Baptist
Show is planned at the Dexter Church at seven p.m.
Community Center with the
By Abigail Van Buren
proceeds to go the the Calloway
The Lottie Moon Group of the
Rescue Squad. The bazaar will First Baptist Church will meet at
DEAR ABBY: I've read you for years, but this is my
start at nine a.m, and the musical the church at 6:45 p.m. for a short
first letter to a newspaper column.
show will be held at seven p.m. business se‘sion prior to the
I love and care for an aging parent. She is in her
Persons having donations call mission study.
eighties and requires constant care. Bathing, feeding, etc.
753-6407.
I do this routinely, 365 days a year.
The Night Owl Homemakers
My husband and I haven't had a vacation in 11 years I
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity Club will meet at the home of
get a "sitter" for a few hours occasionally, but it's expen3O
p.m.
at:
and the Boy Scouts will have its Mrs. Steven Delker
sive, so I don't do it too often. I need dental work, a
annual charity drive for clothes,
physical, a chance to shop for clothes and shoes.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
small appliances, and toys to be
Those who bear the full responsibility of an aging parmeet
will
Girls
distributed in Eastern Kentucky. of the Rainbow for
ent, or a severely handicapped relative, know how mindMembers will canvass the town at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
weary and .bone-tired one can become in caring for that
from ten a.m. to four p.m. If
individual. t`
The WSP-S of the Martin's
There are lots of people who are looking for hobbies to
items not picked tin, call 753-6308.
Chapel United Methodist Church
occupy their free hours. Why don't they ever think of telephoning people like me and saying, "I'll come over tomorDewar& Chapel Church will vrill meet at seven p.m.
row so you can be free for a few hours."
sponsor a rummage and garage
Perhaps those lucky people who play golf and bridge
The Music Department of the
sale at the American Legion
and go to club meetings have never thought of what it's like
Murray Woman's Club will meet
building at nine a.m.
to have a responsibility from which there is no relief.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
"Generous" folks give freely of their money, but they
The PLA's of Calvary Temple Mesdames Hugh Noffsinger, Sam
give
nothing of themselves for others
Donald
Porter,
William
Knight,
a
.will
have
Church
Pentecostal
Each day I think, maybe someone will call today. Or
chili supper at the American Burchfield, Keith Hays, C.C.
NO NAME, PLEASE
tomorrow. I am so tired.
Lowry, and James Rudy
Legion building.
Allbritten as hostesses.
you a friend, or
Have
DEAR NO NAME: Readers?
Sunday, November 14
neighbor who could have written the above letter?
County
Calloway
The
The Calloway County ConRetarded
for
Association
Trap
a
will
have
Club
servation
DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-year-old college senior, enShoot at the Ernest Bailey farm Children will meet at the comgaged to marry a 21-year-old girl [also a student] after
munity room of the Murray
at 12 noon.
graduation next spring.
Federal and Savings Loan, 7th
While attending college away from home, my fiancee
grandand
children
The
and Main Streets, at 7:30 p.m. and I started attending chureh in this little college town,
I.
S.
children of Mr. and Mrs.
with Mrs. Betty Tate as pest and we became very fond of the minister, In fact, we found
Futrell will honor them with an speaker.
him so much better able to meet our spiritual and personal
open house in celebration of their
than our pastor back home, we would like to have
needs
from
50th wedding anniversary
at our wedding.
preside
The
him
Christian
Social
Concerns
two to four p.m. at their home on
My parents see nothing wrong with this. But my fianCommittee will meet at the
Murray Route Four. All friends
cee's parents object strenuously. They say it would be like
Douglas Community Center at
and relatives are invited to at- 7:30 p.m. The
slapping our home pastor in the face in front of his whole
public is invited to
tend.
congregation. They then suggested having both ministers
attend.
preside at our wedding.
Walston
Virgil
Mr. and Mrs.
The Coldwater Homemakers
Having attended several weddings in which more than
will have an open house in Club will meet at the home of
clergyman presideg, my fiancee and I agree It would
one
celebration of their golden Mrs. Hill Adams at one p.m.
be too much like a "cirns," and we prefer only the miniswedding anniversary from two to
would appreciate your opinion.
Circle I of the First United ter of our choice. We
five p.m. at their home on
ENGAGED IN IOWA
Murray Route Two. All friends Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the social hall at two p.m.
and relatives are invited.
DEAR ENGAGED: Clergymen have shared ceremonies
A bailor will be held after the for any number of occasions, and have done so with dignity
the
Monday, November 15
meeting.
and taste. But it's your wedding. and you should have
The Penny Homemakers Club
right to do it your way.
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
The Good Shepherd United
Ron a.m. with Mrapello Graham Methodist Church WSCS will
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my wife. I was all for her
as hostess.
meet at the church at two p.m. going back to work part-time now that our kids are in
school, but little did I know where it would lead
Murray Chapter of Secretaries
The Faith Doran Circle of the
She got a part-time job in an architect's office, which
Association will meet in Room First United Methodist Church
enjoys. Now her boss is trying to talk her into going
she
Building,
Educational
202 of the
WSCS will meet at the home of back to college for one more year to get her degree. then
at
,
University,
Murray State
Mrs, Leonard Vaughn, 1615 Main get some additional training in urban planning! She's all
seven p.m. for a tour of the Street, at two p.m. Mrs. Mattie
excited about it.
building and a talk by Mrs. Parker and Mrs. Arron Chapman
We're not rich, but I do well enough as a salesman so
Laverne Ryan.
will be hostesses and Mrs. she doesn't have to take a full-time job.
I think a woman should regard her husband and chilThe mission study will be held Christine Rhodes will have the
I
II
am.
the
of
as her first responsibility and let her husband bring
Women
dren
by the Baptist
she
home the bacon. Even if our income is doubled [which
clothes, a
thinks it will[ she'd have to spend a lot on extra
is
cleaning lady, baby sitters, and I think the whole thing
crazy.
and
How can I get to her to forget this career business
and
wife
a
being
job,
important
most
stick to a woman's
HER HUSBAND
mother? Thank you.
hold of
DEAR HUSBAND: If the women libbers get a
that
wife
your
Tell
towel.
the
in
throw
her, you'll have to
have
while you still have children to raise, since she doesn't
should
to work full-time to balance the family budget, she
leave well enough alone.
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Most State
Hunting Seasons
Open This Month
FRANKFORT, Ky.—November is 'blast-off"
time in Kentucky. It's during that month that most
species of small game became legally huntable and
also when gun hunters may seek out Kentucky's big
game—the deer..
For many years hunters have looked upon the
third Thursday in November as the day on which the
rabbit, quail and ruffed grouse become legal game.
Along with these species the squirrel season reopens
for the remainder of November and throughout
December.
The third Thursday in November,is the 18th, this
year, and that is the signal for hunters to hie to the
fields.

Experiences OF
A Duck Hunter

What they find is problematical but the best guess,
as based on numerous surveys and talks with people
in the fields, indicates the quail hunter will be well
'pleased with a population as large if not larger than
Ctt
last year's crop.
The rabbit hunter, of course, has had tough luck in
some areas for the past few years, and indications
are that the crop this year will about parallel the
'number found last season. Also, as was the case
'last year, the populations will be good in some areas
'and down in others.
This spotty pattern for cottontail has been the
trend for the past few years and is due to continue
for a least another season.
The population will be guided as usual by the
*mount of food and cover available in the various
- 4ocatioris.

By Jerry Allen

4 The grouse crop also is unpredictable in the

_eastern Kentucky mountains where the principal
!populations are located.
j. Field men say estimating the number of these fast
)'lying woods birds is most difficult this year due to
the abundance of food in the valleys, on the plateaus
and on the mountain tops. With this condition the
.:birds have not yet bunched up and may be found in
these areas but not in great numbers.
For instance, in past years when food was scarce
:the grouse congregated in the area of the food, but
this season they are scattered far and wide due to
the great amount of various foods.
Squirrel hunters already have sampled the crop
this year and will be granted additional days
beginning November 18 and continuing through
4.1
December.
Gun deer hunters will have their fling beginning
Nov. 13 and extending five days through the
Seventeenth. Only bucks with forked antler or antlers may be taken statewide except in three
counties-Edmonson, Barren and Hart-where either
sex deer will be legal for the gun hunters.
And now,, for the limits. Only one deer may be
taken in the entire year by either gun or bow and
arrow.
Rabbit and squirrel hunters may harvest six per
_clay or have 12 in possession after two or more days
of hunting.
The bag limit for quail is 10 per day or 20 in
possession and the ruffed grouse hunter may kill
four per day or have eight in possession after two
days. if he is lucky.
Remember. hunting is a privilege and not a right.
Ask the landowner before going on his property and
also remember hunting can be a pleasure, or it can
bring tragedy.
Be careful for the safety of yourself and the fellow
And, thirdly, remember that hunting
hunters
licenses are required. Check to be sure you have
yrnir-

HUTSON
1

CHENIICAL '
CO.. INC.

1.11.1( IFAT SERVICE IS OUR
NI VIOR

BUSINESS"

FIVE DAY DEER SEASON OPENS—The .ftve day deer
season for the state of Kentucky opens today, November 13, and
will continue through November 17. Deer hunting is one of the
popular recreational activities in the Land Between the Lakes.

Kentucky's Five-day
Gun Season Opens

Waterfowl Hunting Dates

The waterfowl season ge.,,
early in Land Betweer,
underway
deer
gun
five-day
Kentucky's
duck
hunting season opens Saturday, the Lakes this fall with
13
November 13 and extends season opening on November
of
portion
Tennessee
the
in
with
17,
November
through
prospects for deer about the Kentucky Lake and Lake
a split
same as for last year when Barkley. Tennessee has
from
runs
that
ducks
for
season
harvested.
were
almost 10,000
Only deer with forked antler or November 13-21, and reopens on
antlers may be taken during this December 7 and runs through
season except either sex deer are January 17. The Kentucky duck
valid game in three counties - season will open November 28
Barren, Edmonson and Hart. All and run through January 16.
counties are open for hunting. Goose season in both states will
Only one deer may be harvested open November 15 and close
per hunter for the entire year, be January 2,3,_ That portion of Lake
it by bow. and arrow or gun and Barkley west of the main channel
the deer hunter must have in his from mile 51 at Cravens Ba
possession a deer hunting tag, south to mile 57 near Crooked
cost of which is 810.50, plus a Creek Bay is a waterfowl refuge.
hunting, fishing, or
and no
valid hunting license.
Shotguns loaded with shells boating is allowed in the area
with a single slug may be used. from November Ito February 15
The guns may range in size from
10 to 20 gauge. Centerfire rifles of onto his property and as a safet.
not less than .240 caliber or measure are required to wear
muzzleloader rifles of .38 caliber some visible article of red, yellow
or larger, fired from the or orange clothing. Also, all
persons under 18 years of age
shoulder, are legal weapons.
Hunters are required to check mustbe accompanied by an adult
with the landowner before going while hunting deer

WARD - ELKINS
71

I

-15 --143-3-

rfilizer
Tour Prescription Carefully • Accurately Filled

L4ated W Railroad Avenue

seys.
This land is YOUR LAND
A'CCP IT CAN.1

OUR WILDLIFE.

•••••

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

Trap Shoot Planned
At Bailey Farm

HELP PRESERVE

vT.

Call Any Time

Wild turkey, goose, duck, rabbit, quail, squirrel and raccoon
are among the other species hunted in the Land Between the
Lakes. A wide range of tent and trailer camping sites are
a%ailable to accomodate hunters and fishermen visiting the
LBL.

t

Conservation
is Your

1/11111'
VV

CHRYSLER
mcrops conoogAnon

TAYLOR
MOTORS
4th•POPLAR

Responsibility

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
moms '753 1272

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
1104.i PrI.:oe 1%.
l'honc

NE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modem Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
I PEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucky
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STANDARD I

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Enthusiastic waterfowelers acdon, as they headed directly
that just can't seem to wait for toward us about 20 foot high with
Kentucky's duck season to open wings set.
They saw us, but too late, as
on Nov. 211th may be interested to
know that duck season has been they climbed for altitude, Jim
in full swing in Illinois for several had already downed two as
Charlie swung on one directly
weeks.
Being an extremely en- over his head. With the crack of
thusiastic waterfoweler I was his gun the old greenie folded and
ready to jump at the Chance when fell with a splash. But while they
a friend and biologist aide, were having their fun I also had
Charles Thomas, asked me to gotten a double. After I ran down
come to his home town, Cen- a cripple we settled back and.
tralia, Ill., to hunt on the famed waited for more action. While we
"Carlyle Lake" equally famous waited for another flock to give
for bass fishing and duck hunting. the decoys a pass, we noticed that
We set the date for Nov. 6 and it had begun to snow. "Perfect
picked my good friend Jim King, duck weather", Jim said. We
a commercial guide, as the man knew that we were in for a lot
we thought would be the best at more fun before the day was
calling the old green heads..We, over.
were all to be ready Friday so we
No sooner had we settled back
could pick up our licenses and and relaxed than a flock of 8
scout the area so as to know the mallard set in over the trees low
waiting at
exact spot to be
and hit in the decoys. As we
shooting time Saturday morning. jumped into action the ducks
After a sleepless night of an- began to climb but too late
ticipation, we drove to the area because Jim and I had each taken
and were waiting at the exact one and Charlie plucked out a
spot we had seen the greenheads double.
the evening before. As day began
to break we could hear mallards
As we quickly retrieved the
and teal in the background and an fat old mallards; Jim said "We
occasional woodduck. Charlie only need one more each and we
had told us not to take any can take up the decoys." "We all
woodies because they were worth froze as the next bunch came in
90 points on a 100 point limit directly toward us.
basis. So we waited and watched
While Charlie and Jim picked
as the woodies and teal swung in
low over our decoys. Then we out their fat greenies I was doing
began to hear shots in the woods the same and we soon had taken
behind us, and we noted that up the decoys and were headed
for home. But I knew as we left
shooting time had arrived.
the swamps of Carlyle Lake that
swung
mallards
11
of
flock
Asa
in over the decoys Jim gave them we'd never forget that day in
his famous Reelfoot Lake' high November when 3 pals shared an
ball and then as they looked over experience of a lifetime.
our spread, we both talked the
language they wanted to hear.
Wings cupped, they sailed for the
decoys and right over our heads.
As Jim yelled "get 'em,"
Charlie and I were already taking
The Calloway County Cona bead on two fat greenheads and
Jim took another, as the flock fell servation Club will hold a trap
over each other climbing out of shoot on Sunday, November 14, at
the Ernest Bailey farm starting
gun range.
No sooner had we retrieved our at 12 noon.
kill than another bunch of about All members and the public are
20 mallards swung in low over the invited to attend. Shells apd
trees too quick for us to hide. A drinks will be available at the
quick greeting call was all that field.'
was necessary to start some
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Survey Shows Public
Lacks Forest Facts

Strikes Hurt
Soybean Use

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

Rudy's Farm. If any group is
interested in a tour they should
contact Miss Betty James at
have both natural animal habitat Opryland USA."
areas, work animals and trained The Rudy Farm Sausage
animals for shows, Downs says. Company recently merged
Until Opryland USA can through an exchange of stock
physically house the animals in with Consolidated Foods Corspecial areas that are being built, poration of Chicago.
they will remain on Rudy's Opryland USA is scheduled to
Farm.
open April 29, 1972. It will be the
"Until we can move the site of the new Grand Ole Opry
animals," Downs says, "we will House which is scheduled to open
continue to tour groups through early in 1974.

Opryland Has Eight Buffalo

NASHVILLE, Tenn.,-The
pioneer spirit is alive and well in
Nashville, Tennessee. Rudy's
"Soybean producers can no
Farm, Opryland, USA's neighlonger tolerate the strong hands
bor, has donated eight wild bison,
such management practices as of transportation unions enand 23 other animals to the 828
If you think the nation's forests thinning
overcrowded stands of
BY
million "Home of American
are being exhausted, you're not trees, breeding insect-and circling their necks," said Harold
the
of
President
Kuehn,
1A\
LONEL
L DAVIDSON
Music" entertainment and
alone; a recent survey shows disease
-resistant strains of trees, American Soybean Association,
recreation complex that is being
most Americans agree. But, replanting after
harvesting, in testimony to the Senate
yards" in documenting his file to built on 369-acres adjacent to the
while you're not alone, you're not fertilizing and
-In
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
protecting, the Agricultural
Export Subthe buffalo,
correct, either, according to woods
November of each year many prove to the satisfaction of the Rudy Farm. Besides
from fire.
committee November 5.
USA nas
Opryland
occupational
animals
local
other
American Forest Institute.
his
board
that
to
reminder
"By increasing the yield of the "Since 1960, the soybean in- newspapers, as a
deferment of "II-A" merited received include two Texas
The Institute, "a non-profit land, industry has proved we
can dustry has increased its world their readers and an "extra"
longhorns, a mountain lion and
organization which provides literally
create the wood resource market from 134 million bushels service to their advertisers, continuation.
-We
that
out
elks.
point
to
two
like
would
public information about the we needs" the Institute
shopping
of
the number
says.
to 4211 million bushels in 1970," publish
to be in a priority selection group, The presentation of the animals
nation's forests, says today those
""rheee's no time to waste in said Kuehn. "However, it is days before Christmas. Some a
draft registrant must be in a was made jointly by Dan and
forests cover three quarters the applying what has been
learned virtually impossible to continue subscribers take the message class
military Frank Rudy,co-founders of the 25
available for
area they did at the time to other parts of the
are
Large Selection
others
commercial expanding the international seriously while
Yet a forest."
Columbus landed.
the last service. As Ray was in II-A he year-old Rudy's Farm Sausage 44'
until
fers"
"putter-of
market when the channel of
was not a member of any priority Company to Mike Downs, general
nationwide survey conducted by
One of these "other parts" is distribution is so completely minute:
manager of Opryland USA, and +I
selection
gFoup.
the Institute showed only two per the land that.
of
because
constitutes a severed every two years by dock You may recall that
4
'
Kent Burgess, Opryland's 4
young
In
this
mid-January,
representative
a
of
cent
the winding down of hostilities in
majority of the commercial strikes," he continued.
and
director
of
a
man
of
animal
shows
the
wearing
recognized
crosssection of the American forest property-303 million
Selective Service
"The dependency of the Vietnam, the
"hat of a doubting thomas" was a exhibits.
public knew that.
acres owned by about four American soybean producer System began making an all-out
making the presentation,
The largest group, 32 per cent, million individuals, small laneffort to tell young men in the serious mistake and came to our In
Frank Rudy said: "It gives us
estimated only one tenth of that downers for the most part. The upon dependable transportation First Priority Selection Group office seeking intervention.
is shown by the fact that over half
wanted us to ask the draft great pleasure to help our neighland was still forested.
rest of the commercial forests, of the total production in 1969 was with an unreached number it
board to reclassify him into I I-A bor with the donation of our farm
there
that
reports
The Institute
142 million acres, is owned by exported," said Kuehn. "The would be to their best interest to and direct them to put him into a animals. We've grown quite fond
are 758 million acres of U.S. federal,..state and local governthe last of the
soybean producer is not leaning be in Class I-A on
lower priority selection group. of our country menagerie since
forestland, and each year this ments.
4+
year.
calendar
for
taxpayer
forestland adds more wood than The Institute has prepared a on the American
then He recognized that he was a we started it ten years ago with +4
will
they
I-A,
in
are
they
If
1+
OATS
•
WHEAT
••
the form
in
income
EUCALYPTUS
supplemental
•
since
guess
I
buffalo.
some
just
ly"
and,
it yields to harvest.
moved to a "johnny-coniv-late
four-color, magazine style study
payments or other become eligible to be
The largest group, 32 per cent, of the forests and their uses, of government
which in unfortunately, there was nothing we've had the animals here more
group,
Selection
lower
STAR FLOWERS, ETC
own
his
spending
is
but
subsidies,
that we could do for this young than 403,000 people from every
4
that
of
tenth
one
estimated only
titled "Forests USA." Single funds to help develop overseas lay language means their man
visited
have
nation
the
in
could
state
we
January
in
because
4*
service
land was still forested. •
4
military
for
vulnerability
copies will be mailed at no charge
production," he
not predict what the highest RSN our farm."
The Institute reports that there to anyone writing: American markets for farm
reduced.
further
be
will
are
These markets
said.
One of the largest groups of
are 758 million acres, of U.S. Forest
are still for 1971 would be.
1619
Institute,
upon steady and Quite frankly, there
In May 1971 Ray lost his II-A people to visit the animals has
forestland, and each year this Massachusetts Ave., NW., dependent
and
some
thomas's
"doubting
uniform supplies of soybeans and
deferment and was reclassified I- been school children on organized
forestland adds more wood than Washington, D.C. 20036
johnny's come lately."
products.
soybean
Growth
harvest.
it yields, to
Raymond (Ray), born A. However, the highest RSN field trips conductedby the area
• He went on to say that during a In 1970
actually exceeds harvest by 12
was classified II- reached before the expiration of schools. In 1970 along 20,000
7,1948,
August
severe transportation strike in
Selection the induction authority was 125. school children took a Rudy's
per cent, the Institute says.
Random
His
entire industries A.
nation,
this
to Frank
per
66
survey
revealed
Yet the
from the "lottery" of When Congress enacted a new Farm trip, according
overseas must close their plants Number
law, the RSN of 125 was Rudy.
cent of the public believed the
168.
was
1969
December
because of lack of raw materials,
"We've always been- pleased
forests were being exhausted.
Random Selection established as a cutoff for 1971.
other sources of supply. The highest
to
look
or
our animals provided a fine
that
vulnerability
prime
of
year
Ray's
were
they
knew
cent
Only 24 per
reached in the local
"In many countries, it is more Number
public service to the comnot, and ten per cent admitted
was terminates on December 31.
Ray
which
in
board
than just inconvenient or exIf he is in I-A on that date, he munity," Frank says. "And we
they did not know.
165.
actually threatening registered in 1970 was
4+
but
pensive,
be eligible to be moved into a are really excited that when the
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PRE THANKSGIVING SALE
ANDERSON'S PLACE
Western Kentucky's Leading Jr. Store

RUG

CLEARING THE DECK FOR HOLIDAYS

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Famous Name Brand Fashions

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs

**

SPORTSWEAR

TIRE HOT
GRAND

DRESSES
10.00 12.00
1 4.00 16.00 20.00

COATS
25.00 30.00
35.00 40.00 50.00

OPENING.

o 1114.1

SLACKS
7.00 8.00 9.00

KNITTED TOPS
4.00 6.00 7.00

SKIRTS
7.00 8.00 9.00

JACKETS
10.00 14.00 18.00 20.00

$1.00 OFF
ON ANY TAPE

I

(Limit: 4 to Customer)
Offer Good Nov. 7 thru Nov. 13
-

•••••••••••

-•••••-••••

When you've bought 10 Tapes, THE 11th ONE IS FREE!
So save your receipts!
Phone 753-974
South 12th
(between Jerry's & Liberty)

The dream is back for the fall
and winter. It is not chemise,
sack, A-line, kicky flonn( e,
dreus over pants or the
gimmicky &ems. It is the
pretty, the
the
classic,
feminine, the soft, the fluid
dress, says the 111.(;Wl I in a
report on the fall fashion
scene.

MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA

PARIS ROAD
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Shorthairs now a special cat
t until recently domestic shortBy ELOISE KEELER
hairs).
Copley News Service
Today, some spectators at
Cats brought to our shores by
the English Puritans in the cat shows, viewing an Amerearly 1600s helped in the ican shorthair, might remark,
colonization of our country by "But what's so special about
protecting the Puritans' that cat? I have one just like it
meager provisions from mice, at home."
They may have, but it's not
rats and other small animals.
So it's fitting that descen- likely. For the American shortdants of these first domesti- hair, despite its humble begincated cats in America should nings, is now a special breed
be called American shorthairs developed through selective

CH. 3

CH. 4

WSIL

WSM

tortoiseshell, calico and blue
cream.
There are also two types of
tabbies - classic and
mackerel. Both have the M pattern on forehead, lines from
side of mouth to ears, bracelets
on legs and tail and an unbroken necklace around neck.
But their body.patterns difSolid colors may be white, fer. The classic has numerous
black, blue, cream or red, she swirls that form a butterfly
explained; parti-colors - pattern on sides; the mackerel,
breeding by members of the cat
fancy.
Bred to a standard, these
cats must have specific colors,
markings, body type, etc., according to Miriam Williams,
breeder of American shorthairs and other breeds and cat
show judge.

Ledger
& Times TV Schedule for Monday
_
CH. 8
CH. 12
CH. 5
CH. 6
WPSD

WLAC

WS1X

CH. 29
WDXR

KFVS

10:00 Movie
5:45 Sun. Sem.
6 00 Mor.
5:45 Journal
700 Today
1.30 LaLaane
6:30 McCoys
6:15 Break, Show 11:40 People,
7.00 Today
6:00 News
9,00 Dinah
900
:
The Hour
7:00 News
11:50 Sewing
9,00 Dinah
AM 9:30 Concent
7:00 Bozo
6:30 N'Ville
10:00 USDA
12:00 Gourmet
11:30 Romper
COO Kangaroo
9.30 Concen.
7:55 Kitc.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen.
10 , 30 That Girl
Lucy
Lucy
1:00
12:30 3 On A Match
Sale-Cen
9:00
•00
10
Kangaroo
11,00
Bewitched
11:00
10:30 Squares
.
1:30 Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
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1130
:
Mov.Game
Fem.
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10:00
2:57 News
9:30 T or C
...rdY
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11 j:10 Je0Pa
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10:30 Love-Life
WW
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3,00 Movie Game
10:00 Fam. Affair 11,55 News
12:30 Make-Deal 11'30
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11:00 Where Heart 4.00 Bozo
Noon
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Love
of
10:30
Life
News
12:00
Newlyweds
1:00
11:30
Flipper
News
11:25
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5.00
Now Expl
Our
1:00
11:00 Heart Is
12:15 Pastor
1:30 Dating
12:00 My Children 11:30 Search
5.30 John Ray
1:30 Doctors,
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
2:00 Gen
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 Farm
Pic 5:57 News
2,00 An. World
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar
One Life
230
:
12:05 News
2.10 Promise
100 Newlyweds
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6:00 Movie
3:00 Love Am
Dating
Weather
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PEANUTS
I KNOW ITS- YOUR SPCRT COAT
NOW...I DON'T DENY THAT, OUT
I'VE 60T 10 TOUCH IT...

YOU OtilE. ME THAT MUCH... I'M
CgACKIN6 UP, DON'T YOU
CAN'T LAST mica 10016ER...
LET ME 1t1CH OA COAT..fLEASE!

sa?

I

KENTUCKY
unbroken lines in the pattern of
bones on a mackerel fish. Both
come in brown, silver, red,
cream and blue.
For each coat color there is a
correct eye color.
Silver tabbies must have
green eyes, the rest, with the
exception of whites - hazel,
gold or copper eyes with gold
'referred. Whites may have
, copper, blue or odd eyes one
copper, 011e blue). The deeper
the color, the better.
Bodies are of medium length
I not long and lanky or short
and cobby), hind legs are
strong, shoulders muscular.
Heads are well rounded, ears
small, and eyes small and
round with slight slant at outer
corners. Tails are in proportion
to their bodies and are full at
tip (not long and pointed;
Hair is thick enough to keep
them warm outdoors, but lies
dose to body and should be
shiny. And their whole appearance should give the impression of vigorous good health.
Although called working cats
because of their prowess in rodent control, American shorthairs have gone best in show at
numerous cat shows, Mrs. Williams says.
Now,if you think your cat has
proper qualifications, it's possible ( as of last June ) to have
him (or her) registered with
the Cat Fanciers Association
) CFA) and enter him in cat
shows. Previously a cat had to
have a least three generations
of registered ancestors to be
eligible Some national cat organizations still have this requirement.
There is also a new national
organization, the American
Shorthair Cat Association, for
American shorthairs only.
- But even if your cat does not
come up to the American shorthair standard, you can still enter him in all-breed championship cat shows that have a
Household Pet Division. In this
division there is no set standard. Cats can have long, medium or short hair, any type
markings and be crosses of any
breeds.
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A separated Quebec
might peril seaway
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
QUEBEC CITY, Canada "I think the last thing the
Americans would want," observed Canadian magazine
editor Peter Newman, "is a
Marxist republic straddling the
Si. Lawrence Seaway. It is in
America's interest to make
sure Quebec stays within this
country."
The critical factor that may
determine whether French
Quebec remains within the
Canadian Confederation is
development.
economic
Quebec has 25 per cent of this
country's population and 40 per
cent of the unemployment half under the age of 25 who are
ripe for exploitation by those
advocating separation of this
province from Canada
Separation would physically
cut off the Eastern Maritime
provinces and at the same time
cast grave doubts on whether
this nation of 22 million would
remain unified. A separatist
Quebec, hostile to the United
States, would control the
strategic St. Lawrence Seaway
on which flow the iron ore ships
that feed the U. S. industrial
heartland.
Quebec officials you talk with
here say it is the above factors
the United States has not
considered when imposing on
Canada the 10 per cent import
surcharge,a move that is likely
to increase unemployment in
provinces like Quebec. The
unemployment issue provides a
counterpoint for political
pushing
leaders
for
separa tiara,
"I think if we could achieve a
very low rate of unemployment," Quebec Minister of

Industry and Commerce investments and I don't foresee
Gerard Levesque told me, anything that would prevent
this in the reasonable future.
-these subversive ideas would
We have many U. S. firms here
have less of a chance to be of
and we want more U. S. capital
any appeal to the public. But
to try and develop this great
someone who is not working
country of ours, especially
has not much to lose."
Quebec which is a country by
Compounding Quebec's
itself."
economic problems is the
Thus, Quebec's political
federal government In Ottawa.
leaders are caught between the
U. S. surcharge and the
While officials here are
statements of their own federal
making a concerted effort to
government in Ottawa. Added
woo foreign and American
investments, Prime Minister to these two factors is the
uncertainty created here by the
Pierre Trudeau's ministers are
making militant statements radical Marxist (Front de
hinting that foreign and U. S. Liberation du Quebec) FLQ,
which kidnaped British trade
investment will be subject to
and official James Cross and
regulations
tighter
restrictions. With the impact of subsequently kidnaped and
growing economic nationalism, murdered Quebec Labor
Canadian political leaders are Minister Pierre Laporte in
under pressure to curb foreign October, 1970.
It is difficult for Americans
and especially American
to envision trouble coming
ownership here.
"Some people in Canada," from their northern neighbor
Finance Minister Edgar Canada. But the separatist
Benson told me in Ottawa, are issue has profound implications
unhappy that Americans own for the United States in the long
50 per cent of Canadian in- term.
The strategic St. Lawrence
dustry and 90 per cent of our
oil. We've been looking at Seaway could become North
foreign investments 4nd what it America's Suez and growing
does for Canada. There hasn't unemployment could provide
been,except on the far left, any the prime fuse to set off a series
feeling that we should of events that could culminate
nationalize industry. But you in just such a development.
"I am not sure you can
probably are going to find we'll
prevent
separation through
investment
have a foreign
economics,"
observes
policy in Canada."
Maclean's magazine editor,
Provincial political leaders Peter C. Newman. "But I am
look on this attitude as un- sure you can hasten it through
dermining their own efforts to a depression. That is one way
bring in more U. S. and foreign separation can come about.
investments.
Because a political leader can
''I cannot answer for ride in on the protest of those
whatever federal measures who are not for separation but
might be taken," Industry are out of a job and want to
Minister Levesque told me, protest against the system. You
-but as far as Quebec is con- see, you Americans don't really
cerned, we welcome U. S. take that into account."
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DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE
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City of /

Located Central Shopping Center

ATTEST:

Across From New Murray Stadium
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.
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sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

,
4-H Bridges The Gap
4-H Congress Theme

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE'
'
STORM WINDOWS, $8.95 each SHOW CASE, a real antique. NEW TWO bedroom dublex, waL SMALL FARM: good location;
N16C About seven feet long, glass all to wall carpet with central heat business or future investment.
Phone 753-2381.
—
_
around the front, sides and top. and air. $110.00 per month. Phone One mile East Murray, apb, IS
pasture.
acres
sliding
10
with
ximatel
,pro
TFC
back
(Christian)—
753-7850
Crofton
LEXINGTON, KY.—How to 3,
VERY RARE spotted Poodles, Closed in
offer. See at
'Hog wire fencing, stables, water bridge gaps with understanding petroleum power; Pattie Gower,
Best
doors.
The following Barber Shops will be open from 8 a.m. AKC registered, tiny
wooden
Toy
Times. Also have FURNISHED APARTMENTS; Cozy older 7 room house, modern rather than widen them with 16, Rt. 1, Nancy Pulaski)—dog
Poodles, white with black spots. Ledger and
til 5 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday, beginning
display islands living room, kitchen, bathroom For appointment call 436modern
conflict will be the main concern care and training;
Also one solid white 6 weeks old four
TFC
green abd whi with shower and bath. One or two 2173.
in
metal
of
made
Charlie Gruen, 15, Rt. 2, Dry
of some 1,500 young people at
and dewormed. Special price,
Nov. 13th.
ApartZimmerman
bedrooms.
shelves. N3ON
in Chicago Ridge (Grant)—horticulture;
Congress
4-H
National
$55.00. Phone 753-4469 after 6:00 r/ith adjustable
ments, South 16th Street. Phone THREE BEDROOM brick, bath
Judith Ann Hetterman, 18, Rt. 2,
later this month.
N15C
p.m.
N16C and
753-6609.
carpeted, central heat
national event— Crittenden (Boone(—electric;
this
Attending
SEVEN MONTH old electric
1,
and air, fenced in back yard. one of the most important on the Dwight Lewis, 19, Rt
1966 MOBILE HOME,12'x60', air guitar, GibsonES 335TDC. Retail
ONE
Phone 753-4516 after 5:00 p.m.
two
bedroom,
TRAILERS:
4-H calendar--will be 37 young Greenville (Muhlenberg
conditioned, with or without price, $600.00, will sell for much
$48.00 per month, one one N15C
Kentuckians, all of them top photography; Suzanne !Ales, 18,
washer and dryer. Completely less. Excellent condition. Kustom
bedroom, $35.00 per month.
winners in 4-H projects and ac- Rt. 1, Robards Henderson,— •
furnished. Excellent condition. amplifier, fantastic condition.
N13C NEW TWO bedroom duplex tivities.
Phone 489-2595.
This year's 4-H leadership; Loretta Martin, 17,
Available immediately. Phone Two 12 J.D. Lansin speakers.
apartment, central heat and air, Congress, Nov. 27-Dec. 2, is the Rt. 7, G Glasgow :Barren )— TFC
436-2266.
Phone
N15C
435-4892.
Low down
THREE BEDROOM country wall to wall carpeting.
conference held for the citizenship) Mickey McCoy, 15,
assumable loan. 50th such
with
payment
nation's top 4-Hers, and national Box 265, Inez :Martin)—
60 FEEDER PIGS. Phone 753- 12'x58' DELUXE TRAILER, like home. References required.
Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. D1C leaders in business, government recreation. Early Wayne MidMurray, Ky. 3599 after 6:00 p.m.
N15C new. Phone 753-4566 between 8:00 $50.00 per month. Call Hazel 492Chestnut Street
1
NOP
TFC
8310.
and education will meet with the dleton, 17. Rt 2, lky Ridge :
a.m.and 5:30p.m.
ntineCONCORD—Vale
NEW
delegates to take part in the (Grant, -agriculture,
COAL oil heaters, two
TWO
Mt. Carmel Road. Good two Golden Arunversary celebration.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 546, MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low refrigerators, two couches, two FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
Glenda Moore. 16, 602 S. ;
ORDINANCE rates. Broad coverage. Excellent stoves, one gas, one electric. One all, on carpets cleaned with Blue SIX ROOM house, unfurnished, bedroom house, good well and "4-H Bridges the Gap" Is the Morgan
AN
Morganfield:
St.,
BEING
DECLARING THE NEED, claim service. When you see rAe dresser, one chest of drawers, Lustre. Rent electric shampooer bath, and shower. Electric heat, one acre of land. Only $7,500.00. theme of this 1971 4-H Congress. (Union i—home
management;
New Concord—On Hwy. 444 Seminar sessions on such topics Sandra Mudd, 18, 726 E. First St., t
N13C air conditioned. Outlet for
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY don't think of Insurance, but one full size bed, one 1940 Ford $1.00Big K.
Taylor)— •
N13C only a short distance from as politics, religion, poverty, Campbellsville
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY when you think of Insurance see pickup Must sell Make offer. 506
washer. Phone 753-3972.
shopping, five bedroom house, race, communications, ecology, clothing; Betty Joan Nethery, 17,
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO me. Harding Galloway. Galloway Vine, 753-2958.
N15P TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre
brick construction, large lot for and personal development—will Rt. 2, Shelbyville (Shelby,—
CON- Insurance and Real Estate
CERTAIN
ANNEX
carpets , and FIJANISHED APARTMENT in
from
way
D2C
only $10,500.00.
in
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE Agency Phone 753-5842
house
unfurnished
Murray;
give delegates a chance to conservation; Charles Orange, .
gas
size
electric
Rent
upholstery.
ONE APARTMENT
Almo—On Hwy. 641 North a discuss how they can be involved 16, Rt, 2, Russellville (Logan)— ;
382.CITY OF MURRAY, KENFarmington
stove, like new. Phone 753-5128 shampooer $1. Murray Home Hazel.
N17C nice two bedroom house, gas in bridging gaps in society and in citizenship; Rose Owen, 16, Rt. 1,
TUCKY; AND ACCURATELY
N13C 2299.
after 4:30 p.m. or on Saturand Auto Store.
heat, Pos acres of land. Just their personal lives.
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES
Hodgenville (Laruel—food
See What's New
N15P
day.
REMOVE CARPET paths and BRICK DUPLEX,two bedrooms, 19,500.00.
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
Other highlights of the week preservation; Dennis Pitcock,
at The
Hazel—Four bedroom house, will include a "pop concert" by Rt. 1, Summer Shade ( Barren)—.
with
,
CITY OF MURRAY, KENAUTOMATIC spots; fluff beaten down nap
air conditioned, electric heat,
12
GAUGE
paneled rooms, carpeting in the the Chicago Symphony, con- horse;
TUCKY, PROPOSES TO ANrib, Blue Lustre Rent new electric ceramic tile bath with shower.
ventilated
shotgun,
Auto, $100.00 per month. Phone 753- living room, gas heat, new 20 x ducted by Arthur Fiedler of Keith Powell, 18, Rt. 1, Corydon '
NEX.
polychoke. 16 Gauge double shampooer $1 Western
"The
Wishing
of
Home
N17C 50 garage building, pecan trees Boston Pops fame; tours of the (Henderson )—entomology;
Ky.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
in Aurora,
0931.
barrel and 22 caliber Marlin lever
_ nice garden area on.one acre of
N13C
.
THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF
Museum of Science and Industry, Sandy Powell, 17, Rt. 1, Corydon
action rifle. Phone 753-6862. N15C Well".
property for only the Museum of Natural History, (Henderson)— health; Marianne
CITY OF MURRAY, KENFLATBED TANDUM axle trailer land. This
$7,500.00.
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
and other points of interest in Smith, 16, Rice Pike, Union
for rent. 30' long, 7' wide, conMember of Multiple Listing Chicago; and the National 4-H (Boone(—home improvement; •
PORTABLE MG ZAG sewing
For Everyone!
to 2 4/1" ball. Phone 436nects
machine,$75.00. Phone 753N13C Service
SECTION I: That it is needful,
Dress Revue, when state 4-H Rebecca Snider, 16, Rt. 3,
2145.
N15C
STOCKING STUFFERS
7368.
necessary and desirable that the
fashion revue winners model Franklin (Simpson)—dairy ; .
Claude L. Miller, Real Estate their championship outfits.
Malcolm L. Stallons, 18, 912 Idle '
following described lands lying CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and 753-5064
753-3530
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
Wild Court, Lexington (Fayetluncheons
adjacent and contiguous to the
breakfasts,
Special
Murray,
Shell,
Super
641
sale at
418 Main Street 753-3059
in Kentucky. No increase in
THANKSGIVING
CANDLES & RINGS
present boundary limits of the
and banquets have been planned te)—automotive; Roy P. Stump,•
Call Max at 753Kentucky.
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Qty of Murray, Kentucky, be
N13P John C. Neubauer, Associate throughout the week for the 4- 16, Rt. 1, Oak Grove(Christian)—
PERMANENT SPECIAL 9131
N15C
Broker 753-7531.
Open 9 to 5 Weekdays Army Surplus, 9 miles from
annexed to said City of Murray,
H'ers, and top entertainers will beef;
'15 00 Permanent
Hopkinsville, Junction 117 and
Betty Veatch, 16, 301 Moss Dr.,
Kentucky, and become a part hOpen at Noon on Sunda
be featured on these programs.
APARTMENT:
FURNISHED
164. Open Sundays until 4:00
LAKE VIEW cabin on Center At these sessions, the 4-H young Clinton (Hickman )—foods and
Now '12.50
thereof, to-wit:
enprivate
bath,
rooms,
three
N13C
two bedroom. people will have a chance to meet nutrition; Irma Vickers, 18, 708
p.m.
Beginning at a point on the
From Monday, Nov. 13 trance and garage. One person or Ridge. Modern,502-247SALES & Set
Phone Mayfield,
Richmond
Dr.
10Uthwest corner of North 18th ELECTROLUX
representatives of the 60 business Hycliffe
N13C
through Thanksgiving couple. Phone 753-1293.
Ky., C.M KEEP carpets beautiful despite
N2OP
15737
beet and College Farm Road; vices, Box 213, Murray,
organizations and foundations (Madison 1—breads; Rebecca
derisonsoms-ad•
....zi
.
382-2468, Far footsteps of a busy family. Buy
• „thence west to a point on the Sanders, phone
which sponsor their trips to Watts, 16, 338 Lawrence, BranTWO BEDROOM mobile home,
TFC Blue Lustre. Rent electric GOOD HOSPITAL bed and
HELP WANTED
A nice
limits.
city
.inortheast corner of Carl Poyner mington, Kentucky.
from
mile
and the 4-H Congress denburg (Meade)—
one
Chicago
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug mattress Will self for $60.00. quiet
beautiful place to live.
...: property; thence south to a point
achievement; and Bob S. White,
events.
THE
TO
WAY
THE
4
ALL
--ago
Store.
N19
N43C Phone 436-5400.
N15P JINGLE
17, Rt. 1, Clay :Union )—
bn the southwe04-corner of
the
753-5109.
of
is
list
a
Following
You
if
BANK. Be an Avon RepresenMeadow Wood Subdivision;
with leadership.
along
delegates,
Kentucky
earning
1968 VICEROY MOBILE home, NEW MOBILE home, all elec- tative. The Christmas
thence east to a point on North
counties,
and it is fun. their addresses, home
12'x45', two bedrooms, washer tric, on private lot. South 16th can be fabulous,
18th Street; thence north with
or activities in
projects
the
and
.
.
spare
Call
your
do it in
RAMOS-CARRASCO CASE
and dryer. Phone 753-9543. TFC Street Extended. Phone 753-4531 And, you can
North 18th Street to the point of
which they won their 4-H
MEXICO CITY (UPI)—The
N15F time. Call now: after 7 p.m. Congress trips.
beginning.
after 5:00 p.m.
World Boxing Council (WBC)
collect 365-9424 or write to Mrs.
GAS HEATER, vented, Royal
SECTION II: That it is the
Hen2,
Rt.
16,
Ave Agnew,
Rt. 2 Box
plans to meet in Monterrey,
Between 6:00 p.m.
intention of City of Murray,
75,000 BTU. Excellent condition, FURNISHED APARTMENT Janet Kunick, Manger,
23-1/16X35"
( Henderson )—dairy
derson
N13C
Ky.
on Nov. 20 to make a
Mexico,
Princeton,
136A,
boa
$50.00. 906 West Main, 753three rooms with private
Kentucky, to annex to City of
foods; Karen Alexander, 16, 903 final decision on the Mando
and 7:00 p.m. In The
.009 Thick
N 16C and entrance. Short distance it
5750.
Murray, Kentucky, so as to
Murray
Rd.,
Coldwater
WANTED: LADY to cook for two
Ramos-Pedro Carrasco conEvening
campus. Low rent. Phone 753- people. No housework. Write to (Calloway )—consumer
become a part thereof, the
are
perfect
plates
These
Carrasco was awardtroversy.
N15P
2
route
you
know
If
your
STEREO,
MOTOROLA
5921.
territory described in SECTION I
education; Marc Ashby, 15, Rt. 1, ed the decision last Friday in
P.O. Box 42, Murray,Kenboy's number, please call
for siding or roofing
speakers, in good shape. If in)—
poultry;
hereof.
Christian
(
Grove
Oak
N15C
Madrid even though he was
him first If you get no
N16P TWO BEDROOM apartment for tucky.
FIRST
terested phone 753-8679.
ON
ADOPTED
Margaret More Ashby, 17, Rt. 1, floored four times, and the ,
around
for
placing
barns,
concall
John
Air
then
results
girls.
four
four boys or
READING ON THE 28 DAY OF
ATTRACTIVE POSITION. Good Hopkinsville (Christian)—erwine; WBC will review the films of
Pasco , Jr. at the above
OCTOBER, 1971.
bottom of mobile homes BEAUTIFUL QUILTS, hand- ditioned, furnished, water fur- personality and appearance, Shelley Baute, 18, Union the fight at the meeting.
N18C
number during the hours
made. Different patterns. Some nished. Phone 753-9741.
ADOPTED ON SECOND
ready to accept position for part (Boone)—dress revue; Kathy
to keep out the wind
listed
appliqued. Phone 753-6896 N16P
Brannon, 18, Rt. 3, Maysville
. READING ON THE 11 DAY OF
—time work_irnmediately
I portunity for advancement. (Mason )---stra wherry ; Jackie Jo
AVAIL-ABLE DECEMBER - '
and snow, and for many
NOVEMBER.
WARM MORNING stove with two bedroom duplex with central Average $7.00 per hour. Se: your Connely, 17, Elliston (Grant)— SEGHI'S NEW JOB
BILL'S MOBILE Homes will give other uses such as
CLEVELAND (UPI) — Phil
COMMON COUNCIL,
jacket, used one season. Phone heat and air, fully carpeted, with own hours. Nationally known sheep ;
you the lowest prices, biggest
former director of the
Seghi,
CITY OF MURRAY,
dryer.
N16P
and
"building out"
trades, lowest down payment,
498-8601.
outlets for washer
David Cracraft, 17, Rt. 2, May's
company. To request interview
N18C for local position write fully to Lick( Mason )—field crops; Mary Oakland A's farm system, was
and longest terms possible. Bill's
753-9741.
Phone
mice or rats.
of
player
director
named
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
KENTUCKY
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Gordon H. Sather. Box 7708, Ann Cummings, 16, Rt. 1, Dover personnel for the Cleveland
box.
stump
gear
duty
heavy
Beltline Highway, Paducah,
Keith
Louisville, Kentucky 40207. N15C (Mason)—safety;
Indians, Tribe President and
AUTOS FOR SALE
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
jumper and solid tail wheel. Will
N17C
Kentucky.
Deweese, 16, Rt. 2, LaCenter
General Manager Gabe Paul
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot
City of Murray, Ky.
Call at
D
CUTTERS,
science;
EXPERIENCE
veterinary
(Ballard
DATSUN 1200 Fastback with
announced Thursday. He sucpick-up, $325.00. Also four and 1972
and FM radio. markers and spreaders needed Bobby Foree, 18, Rt. 2, Camp- ceeds Hank Peters, who refive foot pull type models. One vinyl roof, AM
ATTEST
for
Garment
BAKER'S FISH Market, New
Manufacturing
(Henry)—
bellsburg
5:00 p.m.
become president of
and two row new and used three Phone 753-8150 after
Concord, Kentucky is open and
103 N 4th St.
Kentucky. achievement; Barry Gardner 16,1 signed to
Plant in Murray,
the National Association of
point cultivators. Vinson Tractor N13C
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
has fresh fish daily. Phone 436at
Co.,
Textile
)—
Standard
Apply
Rt. 2, Greensburg : Green
Murray, Ky.
kProfessional Baseball Leagues.
1TC
N24C 5675.
City of Murray, Ky
Company,753-4892.
N13C
1968 RED VOLKSWAGEN bug, 111 East Poplar Street, Murray, forestry; Tommy Glover, 17, Rt.
502-753or
phone
Kentucky
excellent condition, local car.
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
AKC REGISTERED Irish Settee NEW AND used tractor tires
N19C
N13C 4161.
753-4010.
GAB
EIEM10
N15C1 Tractor flats repaired. Speedy $1250.00. Phone
pups. Phone 436-2437.
AC ROSS
3 Plunges
E L
TONTO
007)a
service. Vinson Tractor Co.
4 Prohibits
OFFERED
SERVICES
A PP
10103G T
1 Uncouth
1968 FORD fairlane Fastback,
CAB OVER truck camper, Phone 753-4892.
5 Part of circle
ITC
AIN
FAD!
3
Is Now Working At
excellent condition. Phone 753- SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 4 person
6 Picturesque
aluminum, insulated, paneled,
D
,E
S L
Edible fish
7 Black buck
N18C
Withered
2411.
PS
8
E P
home built. $300.00. Phone 436753Camp,
hoe work. Phone Rex
worn
8 Band
Mohammedan
ULLIMG
N13C
2145.
N24C 12 name
around waist
'1.00 OFF on
5933.
1966 BUICK LaSABRE four door
ENNIO L 0CO 30E1
'
13 Alms box
9 Clock
LL TAPES and ALBUMS sedan, full power and air, good CARROLL'S PLUMBING & 14 Winglike
beetles
- Kingswood Subdivision
PUMP HOUSE; insulated. 610.00.
15 Separates
aElaril3C1311%1121816
"
'
10 Hurried
1962
Also
condition.
good
NIX
Phone
rubber,
for
French
436-2145.
Coldwater.
17
Phone
Maintenance,
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
1=1
EN30100171
11 Bitter vetch
Thursday - Friday and Saturday
without''
Phone
bed.
flat
ton
4
3,
Chevrolet
N3OP 18 Smooths
0120 =MOO DOM
489-2295.
16 Beginnings
Dixieland Center
N 16C
MOO BOOM IMO
753-1408.
20 Frozen
Phone 753-5587 for Appointment
19 Evening
AKC REGISTERED Poodles.
22 Man's
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, 21 Girl's
Special price. Phone 753nickname
nickname
41 Follow
32 Seasoned
N13C CREOSOTED POLES for pole 1971 DODGE DEMON 318, V8, also bank gravel, fill dirt and 22 Fork prong
6379.
24 Period of time
42 Appears
33 (c
of
barn construction, utility poles power steering, power disc topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or 23 Organ
Communist
25
preparation
44 Matures
hearing
27 Bards
radio, custom 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
Quiet
D7C
Lumber
139
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
AM-FM
BULL„
brakes,
Murray
and
26
boat
Heroic
CHAROLIAS
docks.
45 Greek
IN MEMORY
29 Judicial
event
mountain
9,000
top,
vinyl
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Charolias
wheels,
124
Charolias cows,
Co., Maple Street, Murray. factory
35 Fruit
inquest
28 Big
46 Soak up
Painting.
and
WILL DO Interior
1T(' miles. Perfect condition
30 1,01
heifers. Some cows and heifers Kentucky.
30 Lowest point
47 Prefix: three
mrpt
oebo
n
Contemptible
O
neible
0 C
48
3
31 Anglo Saxon
N16C 33 Failed to hit
In memory of Elwanda Tynes have calves. Will sell any number
Phone 753-3484.
priced to sell. Phone 75349 Negative pre it
Is
money
34 Get up
NI6C
GARAGE SALE, 205 Irvan. who died 4 years ago, November of head you want. Phone Estes GOOD USED cultipackers. ('all 1257.
Embryo
10 -11
9
7 '::41
6
DO baby-sitting in ray 35 flowers
5
:••4 4
3
WILL
2
I
clothing.
14.
girl's
and
Men's, lathe's
Stockyards, West Vienna,
753-4892. ITC
Vinson
area.
Co.,
Tractor
Ain-10
in
36 Obstruct
located
home,
say
not
will
I cannot say, and I
els 1 3
Many sizes. Storm door,
1961 COMET,$100.00. 1957 Dodge
618-658-7203, Nights phone 611112
N15C 37 British.
Phone 753-7636.
n•••
../
streetcar
household items, Christmas that she is dead - she is just 858-5856.
pickup,$50.00. Phone 492HILL ONIONS.Phone 4891.,.
..... 17
39 Suffix:
16
14
N16NC
decorations, etc. Saturday, away!
ITC 8603.
to
pertaining
2347.
,....._.:.
services.
BACKHOE OR dozer
i
(P1 1
November 13, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
wringer washer.
kil9
18
With a cheery smile, and a GOOD USED
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone 43 Bddy of
N13C
Appliance,
p.m.
&
TV
Dunn's
at
See
water
TFC
•'.' 23 24 25
wave of the hand, She has
753-9807.
;„ 2
"
trn
WANT TO BUY
....
45 Refreshing air 21
South 12th Street. Free
s:•>,;
wandered into an unknown land, 118
(coikel )
r.
:28 i9
,
...`,...';: 26 27
N13C
parking in rear of store.
Male deer
And left us dreaming how very
FOR GARDEN breaking and 46
•,.,..•.'...
WANT TO BUY; logs and
48 Female ballet •••• •
%;•-.
for
3
3
have
N15C
32
[.Z. id. Ottis etnntett
31
fair it needs must be, since she
Also
•
753-8072.
standing timber.
dancer
blade work,phone
50 Heraldic
.."•::
CHIROPRACTOR
lingers there.
REGISTERED QUARTER sale lumber and sawdust
device
0
.
i'....f.r`
203 SYCAMORE 57
additions,
51
Man's
mare, Racking English, Country Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
home
your
FOR ALL
And you • 0 you, who the Pleasure horses. Half horse and Phone 753410.
name
MURRAY, 511•2071
39 40 at 47
'
k
38
37
TFC
etc.
t7,
so
alterations, remodeling,
52 Total
x
Pwona 7539905
wildest yearn for the old time hackney pony filly Gentle hor1;2N
53 Baker's
,.:.
•• ....... 43 44
153 9950
. 45
'
Free Estimates Phone 753step and glad return, think of her ses. Phone 753-1348.
products
N13C WANT TO BUY straw in large or
••. •e
TFC
6123.
faring on, as dear
54 Genus of frogs 46 47
49
:. 48
Ir:,::
srnall amounts. Phone 753-5167
55, Affirmative
Los,' & FOUND
I In the love of there as the love
N16C
days or 489-2189 nights.
'52
WANTED
TO
51
..
RENT
50
of here; think of her still as the TWO 220 Volt electric portable
DOWN
she
dead
not
is
I
She
5
female same, say:
WANT TO Rent or lease, farm
Se
.
BLACK
heaters; T.V. set and metal room WANT TO BUY used apartment
FOUND:
„5.3
.
1 Nlibtacy
a
•
is just away!
land. Phone 753-8090 after 5OC
Student
divider book shelves. Phone 753- size gas range. Phone 436Chihuahua about •5 years o
use.
Syndkate,
Feature
United
Distr. by
1TP 6587.
The Family
NI
N19C 2 Animated
pm
-N13P 5635
Phone 753-8625.
ITC
•
NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

— NOTICE

SOUTHSIDE BARBER SHOP
CURD BARBER SHOP
ROFFLER OF MURRAY
COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
WESTSIDE BARBER SHOP
WHITEWAY BARBER SHOP

Atione

Hitching Post
UNIQUE GIFTS

THE
HAIRDRESSER

Miss Your Paper
753-7278

Aluminum
Plates

25' each

ICE
urn
0.

Ledger & Times

Crossword Puzzle

Sue Blackford

Kingswood Beauty Salon

EtTiN.1

IA

•4

4

NBA
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Roundup

Houston Drops Bout
With Bucks With Only
10 Of 14 At The Line

'Insects Ready
Themselves
For Winter

Miss Murray
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Treasure found?

State Tickets
On Sale At Door

Gold and silver reported
in old wreck off Florida

Quotes
News
From The

By United Press International
WASHINGTON — President
Tickets for the Miss Murray
TALLAHASEE, FLA (UPI): State marine archeolSaturday Nixon, announcing a speedup in
p.m.
8
at
Pageant
State
ogist Carl Clausin has refused to confirm or deny
in the university auditorium will American troop withdiawals
reports that gold bars and silver coins found off the
UK College of Agriculture
from Vietnam, but adding some
be on sale at the door.
Florida Keys are part of one of the richest cargoes
LEXINGTON, KY.—Many
Prices are $1 per ticket for Americans troops will stay
win streak.
of treasure ever to go down in the Gulf of Mexico.
Warrior
creatures only of the
Pacific Dision with a 115Armada Research Co., of Vero Beach, whose
students and $2 per ticket for non- there until there is a negotiated
Nate Thurmond paced the insects are
By United Press International in the
over Seattle,
of summer. Soon after
triumph
107
divers recovered the loot, is convinced it has located
students, according to Angela settlement:
losers with 25 points, while Jeff warmth
There's an old baseball story
a five-game Mullins had 24.
the first freeze they die—but not
the site off Key West where the Santa Margarita and
Humphrey, the reigning Miss "If we do not get a
about Stan Mutat and a hot Atlanta snapped
a 106-104 Golden State was forced to before taking steps to assure the
the Nuestra Senora de la Atocha sunk in a storm in
with
streak
losing
Murray State and pageant negotiated settlement, then it is
streak he had going against the
-7.1622.
squeaker over the Golden State play without leading scorer perpetuation of the species.
necessary to maintain a resichairman.
Brooklyn Dodgers.
Philadelphia crept Genie Russell, out with a
finalists will be dual force."
Eighteen
It seems that Musical, a Hall Warriors,
THE STATE, Clausen said, has issued a contract
Some, like the monarch butgame of Boston in the jammed finger.
competing in th pageant for the
of Famer with the St. Louis within a
to Armada on the strength of the find, authorizing it
as the 76ers The 76ers blew a 12 point terfly, migrate to warmer
Division
Atlantic
right to wear the crown as Miss WASHINGTON —Evelyn H.
"what
Century
we
early
17th
an
salvage
is
to
believe
Cardinals, was battering DodgDetroit, 115-101 while the halftime lead, then finished climates; others, like the woolly
Murray State to the Miss Ken- Lustig, an attorney who suc.
site."
er pitching at a record clip one routed
losing to Phoenix, with a 37-point fourth quarter bear caterpillar and queen
were
Celtics
Pageant in Louisville next cessfully applied for Medicaid
tucky
examcan
state
But
personally
archeologists
until
season.
Cleveland edged
spring. Miss Kentucky will then for her 5½-year-old Great Dane
ine the treasure, "exact identification of the wreck is
to win their ninth against four bumblebee, seek out cozy nooks
In one game, an unfortunate 128-119. Also,
106-104.
and hibernate. But in autumn,
not possible."
advance to the Miss America dog:
defeats.
Brooklyn hurler actually man- Portland,
suffered from
all other living,
Angeles
unlike
State agents that accompany every private salvage
not
Los
Pageant in Atlantic City, N.J., "As a taxpayer, I wanted to
Fly
Fists
out,
aged to strike "The Man"
malaise" in the Detroit held a 79-78 lead animate things of the earth, all
ship have confirmed that the booty included two
see what kind of investigation
next fall.
but the ball rolled so far away "shooter's
gold bars, weighing 2 5 pounds each, a three-footquarter, hitting on only entering the final period, but make some preparation for
3
Focused on a theme of "Where they'd make."
from the catcher that Musical second
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